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IMPACT OF NUCLEAR RESEARCH ON THE FUTURE
TECHNOLOGY OF NUCLEAR POWER

Introduction

In a developing country the policy makers have difficulty in according
priorities in science and technology. Some tend to define basic science as
pursuit of knowledge which has no relevance to the needs of society, and
technology as that part of scientific work which immediately provides amenities to
the common man and induces production of wealth in the country. It is totally
wrong to think that all research in basic science is merely for the pleasure in the
pursuit of knowledge and is solely an adventure for a few chosen scientists,
because it is the results of basic sciences pursued so far that have Jed to applied
technology. It is often said in a lighter vein that only two subjects pursued in
this century have not found any real application, one is the general theory of
relativity and the other, the theory of numbers. But such theories are the very
soul of Science and are more important than the applications.

Planners tend to feel that research and development should be based on
end-use, in other words, should be devoted to solving a specific problem which
will produce a desired result, which may be a device, a technology or a facility.
However, the history of science has again and again demonstrated that the
present-day innovations in technology have not come about as a result of such
emphasis on preconceived solutions to problems. Many a time the innocent
curiosity of scientists has led to discoveries which have become instrumental in
evolving a new technology. Today's overall knowledge of the cosmos and of
the atomic nucleus, the nature of heredity, the power hidden in the atom, etc.,
were not obtained as solutions to predefined problems but were discoveries of
free and open minds. It is also true that whenever there have been exigencies,
it has been possible to bring scientists together to face challenging tasks and they
have been able to innovate and provide solutions to practical problems using
their experience in basic sciences.

To a layman, science and technology represents the methodology of how
things work and how to make things. This results in two phases of our lives,
(i) to know and wonder at the functioning of Nature and (ii) to use it to alter
our ways of living. Both are equally important. One cannot make new things
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unless one knows how they came to be and how they work. Otherwise, we will
be developing merely a copying culture. If this has to be avoided, our scientists
must learn to do good science, understand in depth the present ideas in science
and devote attention to possibilities in the future. It is not merely for personal
satisfaction that we should contribute to the progress of science, we should
contribute in equal measure to the universal pool of knowlodge. It is only then
that we will be able to bridge the time gap between technological developments
abroad and their assimilation by us. This is the only way to improve the quality
of our life significantly.

Beginnings of Nuclear Science

Nuclear science is one of those areas which have progressed very rapidly
during the last four decades. Even in this country we have pursued it fairly
intensively for the last three decades. It is well known that this is an unique
area in which equal emphasis was placed on pursuing research as well as on
assimilation of technology. But the pace and intensity could not match with the
progress in other countries. We have learnt many lessons from this field, but the
most satisfying experience is that we do not lack in quality the manpower needed
to pursue science in frontier areas. I shall, in this talk, try to describe a future
perspective for nuclear science emphasising areas in which we are not so active
at present with a view to showing how it could help us to bridge the time gap I
mentioned before.

Though in the Universe nuclear processes are more common than chemical
processes as understood on this planet, it is only during this century that man
has started understanding the structure and dynamics of nuclear matter. The
evidence for the presence of the nucleus itself was established during the second
decade of this century by Rutherford, even though radioactivity which relates to
the disintegration of heavy atomic nuclei was known for twenty years. After the
discovery of the nucleus, artificial transmutation by using energetic charged
particles was demonstrated. For the first time, it became evident that nuclear
reactions can be exothermic and the energy released in such reactions is a
million times more than in a chemical reaction. But the difficulties of inducing
such reactions through accelerated ions dampened the enthusiasm of even such
pioneers as Lord Rutherford, who is reported to have been sceptical of usable
energy from nuclear reactions ever being produced.

The discovery of the neutron, an uncharged particle in the year 1932
marked the beginning of a new era in nuclear science, for it enabled transmut-
ation of nuclei by neutrons with extremely low energies since it is an agent
which can easily enter the nucleus. This led to the production of many radio-
active nuclei and culminated in the discovery of nuclear fission in the year 1939.



The fission process further demonstrated that as the elements are built up of
nucleons consisting of neutrons and protons, their relative stability decreases as
they become heavier, causing natural radioactivity as well as spontaneous fission.
However, it is only one isotope of that unique element 'Uranium', namely 83SU
that fissions by neutrons of thermal energy.

The scientists engaged in fundamental research in these areas in small
university laboratories were quick to realise the importance of the fission process
in which nearly 200 million electron-volts (Mev) of energy is released along with
an average of 2.5 neutrons, the uncharged agents responsible for nuclear fission.
The story of how the discovery of such a basic phenomenon changed the course
of events in the early forties and left a lasting impact on society in general and
technology in particular, is well known. Science leapfrogged from being
pursued in small laboratories in university departments to national efforts of
very large magnitude, the like of which was never known in the history of
human civilisation. It resulted in the establishment of the nuclear chain reaction in
1942, production of an explosive device in 1945 and introduction of commercial
nuclear power stations by 1955. During the fast 20 years, nearly two hundred
power reactors have been built and nuclear power of the order of a hundred
thousand megawatts of electricity is being produced all around the globe today.
This has placed in our hands a vast energy source for the immediate future*
besides the contributions it has made to progress in various other disciplines like
medicine, agriculture and industry. If we add to this the possibility of deriving
energy from the fertile isotopes of Uranium and Thorium and from the fusion of
Deuterium in sea water, it is clear that nuclear sources offer an inexhaustible
and relatively inexpensive supply of energy for us and our future generations.

It is not my purpose in this lecture to elaborate on the various applications
of nuclear science which are well documented and have almost become a subject
of common knowledge. However, unlike all other innovations which have had
their beneficial effects on mankind and also some bad effects, nuclear science is
being depicted as one area which might endanger life on this planet. This could
only be attributed to the rather unfortunate and dramatic way in which the power
of nuclear energy was demonstrated to the world in Hiroshima and, in recent
years, due to a fear complex emanating from mutual suspicion in human behaviour.
/ shall not go into these problems; but suffice it to say that all these consider-
ations cannot detract us from the fact that the energy requirements for
development during the next half a century throughout the globe can only be
sustained by the production of nuclear energy: in fast, the more recent
understanding of the genesis of nuclear energy goes beyond thermal neutron
fission reactors to fusion processes like in the Sun and the stars and perhaps to

•Appendix explains the basis of nuclear energy from fission.



even more energetic reactions involving sub-microscopic particles constituting
the proton and the neutron. I shall attempt to show how research in nuclear
sciences can help in a further widening of the horizon hy a proper understanding
which may result from new insights in the next quarter of a century. It is
necessary to point out in this context that our nuclear energy programme has so
far been mainly concentrating on acquiring proven technology and demonstrating
the feasibility of building nuclear power stations besides other applications for
the benefit of the country. This in itself has been a tremendous task and the
success achieved so far is the result of broad programmes in building up an
infrastructure in all connected disciplines and technologies. If we have achieved
success in this, it is in no small measure due to the high quality of scientific and
technical manpower that this country has been able to generate and the
dedication of its workers in pursuing a relatively new technology in the
country.

i wish to concentrate now on a few aspects of research in nuclear science
which hold promise for the future and into which we ought to venture so that our
programmes do not always aim at merely copying a technology which has been
well engineered and commercialised in foreign countries. The history of science
is full of examples of how results of basic sciences are used a decade or two
later for transforming an old technology into a new one. The physics o'i semi-
conductors was developed from the desk of theoretical physicists trying to solve
mathematical problems on the behaviour of electrons in periodic potentials.
When applied to actual physical systems like in the elements Germanium and
Silicon, it demonstrated new properties which were easily adapted to make
transistors and electron devices. This has transformed a highly expensive
technology using vacuum tubes, for radar and communications, into a very
economic and powerful technology serving the everyday needs of the population.
This has also helped evolve the most sophisticated and powerful technology of
the computers enabling man to cut down time spent in repetitive calculations as
well as processes and providing a tool for a more efficient and intelligent
application of his own faculties. Satellite communications, radio and television,
have brought together the common people from various parts of the globe into
an intense interaction that has helped to cut down barriers of social life styles,
economic disparities and geographical remoteness. Similarly, on the question of
energy resources for the future, nuclear methods seem to hold the promise, thus
freeing mankind from the stranglehold of the unequal geographical distribution of
fossil fuels and the uncertainty of natural cycles like the monsoon. Why is it
then that there is so much of suspicion in the minds of some on the power of the
atom especially on its necessity for developing countries ? It is sad to realise
that once you are poor, you are suspected to be more prone to cheating and
stealing. To think that these concepts apply even in international behaviour is a



sad commentary on the advance of civilisation which seems to recognise only
power and suspects every move of a less endowed nation aa an attempt to attain
power rather than to gain economic advantages.

Advance* in Physics related to Nuclear Science

Developments in nuclear technology depend primarily on discoveries in
nuclear physics which is the science related to the behaviour of atomic nuclei
and nuclear matter in general.

During the early part of its development, nuclear physics dealt with the
behaviour of nuclei of atoms occuring in Nature and tried to probe them with
particles accelerated to energies of a few million electron volts. These studies
provided information on the nature of the forces acting between nucleons and
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certain gross features of the way the particles build up the nuclei. The
Mendeleev periodic table which consisted of 92 elements slowly expanded with
several isotopes for each element having different characteristics. This itself
provided enormous scope for applied work through the discovery of nuclear



fission and several radioactive isotopes which are used as energy sources, tracer
materials in medical and biological applications and in industry as strong sources
of radiation. These isotopes were produced essentially by charged particle
accelerators and nuclear fission reactors. Today, with more powerful accelera-
tors, the total number of isotopes that can be produced is nearly 900. A small
portion of the periodic table is shown in Fig. 1. With the discovery of more
isotopes for each chemical element, the variety of their applications also
increases.

In recent years, with the availability of very high energy accelerators, it
has now become possible to probe the nucleus deep into its core. Using
accelerated ions of atoms like Xenon etc., upto Uranium and colliding on heavy
targets, one comes across startlingly new phenomena. These are technically
known as heavy-ion collisions. In this type of collision, the energy required to
penetrate is much higher, of the order of several million electron volts per nu-
cleon and the resulting transformations within the combined system leads to new
phenomena. Fig. 2 shows how the penetration depends on the energy of
incident particle. Initially the mean distance of penetration increases rapidly

40 2 M 1M0

Energy of tht incident particle MtV/nuckon
Fig. 2 Variation of mean fraa path ( X) with increasing anargy of ineident nuclei In heavyion

collisions. The flattening of the curve is indicative of different processes taking place
in the different energy regions,
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as the energy increases. Area I is the region in which conventional nuclear
physics has been done for the past several years. When one enters Area II, the
mode of interaction changes. This is described as the 'supersonic' region. Here,
the collisions are "deep inelastic" and cause a kind of fluctuations wherein the
nucleons are brought closer together. When the two colliding nuclei are of
lighter mass, a high compression results and the internal energy increases. Due
to the frictional forces the compound nucleus heats up, distorts and breaks up.
With increasing energy of the incident particle, the disturbance is no longer
transmitted by the normal interaction between the nucleons but the nucleons
themselves move past one another with shock wave velocities. This is very
similar to what happens when a supersonic plane flies past an observer: he hears
the sonic boom after the plane has passed him. In this situation, one has a
phenomenon similar to implosion. To some extent, this kind of phenomenon
occurs in stars as trey die. The gravitational force compresses them so much
that the nuclear reactions are no longer restricted to those between separate
nucleons. The nuclei then get so close that they break up into their constituents
and the stars transform into the phases of White Dwarfs and Neutron Stars.
Similar phenomena can be observed in the laboratory under such shock wave
conditions when you accelerate heavy ions to a few Gev per nucleon. It may
be that at these high compressions, like in the solid state, new kinds of nuclear
configurations may become possible some of which may even be stable. At
even higher energies, the nucleon itself may lose its identity and pions and other
hadrons may be released and their interactions would become more significant,
characterised by the flattening in Fig. 2. This is seen in Area III, the region
called 'mesonic.'

Basically, all these developments have become possible only because
of recent improvements in accelerator technology. For several years now.
high energy accelerators have been used in elementary particle physics where
the interactions between particles like proton or electron were investigated.
While this led to the evolution of ideas regarding fundamental constituents of
nucleons which become very complex involving new characteristics like isoto-
pic spin, strangeness and qualities like charm, colour, etc.. tha new kind of
heavy-ion accelerators that have been developed during the last five years
have enabled experiments on collisions between macroscopic aggregates of
nuclear matter. These experiments certainly involve very fundamental questions
on constituents of nuclei, more elementary than protons and neutrons
and tend to simulate some of the reactions that take place in the cosmos. As
higher and higher energy particle accelerators are built, one might reach the
region indicated as fire ball in Fig. 2 jn which the nucleons lose their basic
identity and may release what are at present believed to be particles called Quarks
deeply bound inside nucleons. The physics of such systems goes beyond



the present notions of behaviour of matter at the shortest distances. There is
a tantalising prospect that this is the laboratory simulation of the "Big Bang"
theory of the origin of the Universel One comes to the conclusion that matter
and energy lose their separate identities and get transformed from one to the
other at such exi.-eme energies. One is not very char, but the conjecture is
that this might be one of the ultimate methods of producing enormous energy.
What happens in the univf rse in the form of the bright giow of the galaxies and
the stars and various other forms of matter may ail be due to such reactions.

Indeed, advances in nuclear physics have taken us into realms of
metaphysics but this reorj not detract us from emphasising its applications in the
nateria! world. For example, the kind of collisions we talked about is based
on principles of implosion which have been developed purely from chemical
explosives and their effect on solid matter in the laboratory. J shall now briefly
explain what implosion means and how it is related to nuclear research.

implosion and its Relevance to Nuclear Energy

We have heard a lot about implosion in the recent past. In scientific
parlance, it simply means bursting inwards and in an uniforrr.ly imploding body,
it results in a compression of the material. Thus, when you hold a lemon in
your hand and squeeze it, you are really imploding the iemen and out comes
the harmless juice since the fluid can no longer hofti Itself against the pressure.
Historically implosion was first described by Lorri RayJeigh' in his discussion on
She collapse of spherical an bubbles in w3ter. When an object is subjected to
an implosion, it produces high densities in that substance. Let us assume that
a spherica! ball of material is subjected to an imploding shock wave isotropicafly
directed inwards. As the shock wave converges to the centre, the atoms are
brought closer and closer together tesulting in an increase of density. In a solid
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with a single shock pulse, one can obtain an increase in density by a factor up
to 10 while in gases, this could reach factors of approximately 30 as illustrated
in Fig. 3. However, if a number of shock pulses are given one after the other
in a suitable manner, compressions of the order of even 10* to 10* can be
achieved. The beauty of the method is that while normally it is difficult to
produce static high pressures, it is easy to produce high pressures for short
periods by the implosion technique.

A number of things happen to materials when they are compressed from
normal to high densities. When the atoms are brought close together, it results
in a transformation of their packing arrangement. For example, cheap and easily
available graphite can be transformed into diamond by applying pressure. A j
number of substances change their electrical character when subjected to j
pressure. Even hydrogen could become metallic under pressure. Properties j
like superconductivity can be manipulated depending upon the pressure. Table 1
gives some uses of the implosion technique in basic and applied research. It is
conceivable that such research could lead to the discovery of materials which
retain their exotic properties even after the pressure is released.

TABLE 1

SOME USES OF IMPLOSION

Imploding Agent* Uses

1. Chemical explosives Fission, fusion nuclear explosives

Equation of state studies, phase transitions

Production of megagauss magnetic fields

2. Magnetic fields Phase transitions

In controlled fusion for precompression of
D-T pellet

3. Lasers (Controlled fusion
Reiativistic electron beams 1
Heavy ion beams (Micro-fission explosions

4. Gravitational forces Understanding of stellar evolution (white
dwarfs, neutron stars, black holes)

5. Pressure gradients in water I Thought to be the cause of rapid wear of
for water bubble collapse I screw propellers in boats

* Any combination of the first three can also be used. See Ref. No. 2 for
chemical explosive-laser implosion experiment.
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Implosions in dying stars have probably been occurring ever since the
birth of the Universe and have resulted in the most exotic and varied forms of
matter such as White Dwarf Stars, Neutron Stars and Black Holes. A dying star
is one which has finished burning its nuclear fuel. The agent responsible for
such implosions in dying stars is their own gravitational pull and theory predicts
the following steps in the fate of a dying star which even the Sun will ultimately
follow. Atoms in a shrinking star are crushed to separate electrons and nuclei
and then to neutrons and perhaps to the more elementary component of matter
believed to be Quarks. Since the crushing is dependent upon the gravitational
force, it is related to the total mass (See Fig. 4) . It is only in the recent past

Normal

White Dwarf Staoe

Neutron star Stage

Black Hole

Electron cloud

Electron

Nucleus

Neutron

Fig. 4 Evolution of Black Hole due to Gravitational Implosion

that man has been able to conjecture the existence of Neutron Stars through
pulsars and to predict Black Holes. Black Holes are believed to be the ultimate
form of matter made up of Quarks. These Black Holes should have a radius
of only a faw kilometres and densities exceeding 10" gm/cm*. Because of this
high density, the gravitational pull is so large that not even light can escape
from a Black Hole. Here is a demonstration by Nature of what implosion can
do. It is not surprising, therefore, that when scientists were faced with the
problem of making a sphere of fissionable nuclear material super-critical for
a short time, they resorted to the implosion technique as an elegant and efficient
method. It was possible to squeeze a sphere of plutonium and increase its
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density such that the nuclear chain reactions set up were sustained long enough
to result in an explosion. The size of such an explosion can be contained even
to the laboratory scale for various applications.

In recent years, the implosion technique is being applied to establishing
controlled fusion in the laboratory. Implosion can be generated by several
means. The easiest one is by using chemical explosives which propagate a
shock wave inwards2. Implosions in small pellets are caused by intense beams
of either Laser light or relativistic electrons or even heavy ions.

The implosion technique can also be used for the production of very high
magnetic fields in very small volumes. If a metallic cylinder having a magnetic
field within it, created, say, by a solenoid carrying current, is collapsed through
an implosion, the trapped magnetic field inside would get highly compressed
and increase its effective strength to levels of several million gauss. This has its
uses in basic solid state physics research and fusion3.

Fusion Reactions

Nature's way of producing nuclear energy is through the fusion process.
The most striking example is the mode of energy production in the Sun. Here,
a very hot body consisting of hydrogen and its isotopes are stripped of their
electrons by the temperature of the body itself. When the naked nuclei collide with
one another, they fuse and in this process release energy in the form of flying
debris which in turn heats up more of the nuclei around. A good part of the
heat is radiated out. Since these reactions are primarily maintained by thermal
motion of the constituent nuclei they are known as thermonuclear reactions.

Thus, the demonstration of nuclear fusion energy is one of Nature's gifts
and it is only during the 1930s that the actual mechanism was understood.
Viewed jn this perspective, the discovery of nuclear fission and its relative
impact as an energy source for man can be considered oniy as a passing
phase in the search for intense energy sources. A number of fusion reactions
along with their energy yields as well as the ease of bringing about these
reactions in terms of the ignition temperature required to start such reactions
are shown in Table 2. The basic requirements for producing net energy from
any fusion system are (a) the material has to be heated to a high enough tem-
perature for the fusion reactions to take place, (b) the density of particles in the
fusion zone should be adequate to produce a sizable rate of energy release,
and (c) a suitable mechanism should be provided to confine the hot plasma for
a sufficient time to produce a net enery gain.
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TABLE 2

IMPORTANT FUSION REACTIONS AND THEIR IGNITION TEMPERATURES

Reaction

1. D 4- T—»-'He 4- n + 17.8 MeV

—»-3He 4- n 4- 3.3 MeV )
2. D 4- 0 \

»T 4- H + 4.0 MeV j

3. T+T—>-«He+ 2n 4-11.3 MeV

4. D + aHe-*-'He4- H + 18.3 MeV

5. «Li + D -*2*He + 22.4 MeV

6. «Li 4- H -*»He 4- *He 4- 4 MeV

7. "B 4- H ->34He 4- 8.9 MeV

Ignition Temperature
(in million degrees)

46

400

450

580

650

700

1000

In the Sun the necessary temperature, density and confinement condi-
tions are met through its own gravitational force to satisfy the above requirments.
It is a challenge to the ingenuity and intelligence of man to learn from these
processes and establish for himself a new means of producing energy which
is not restricted by the limitations of raw material availability on earth.

It is indeed significant that man has been successful in establishing large
scale energy release by fusion reactions in a thermonuclear device. While most
of the mechanisms that are in .operation in such a device are kept secret, one
has to accept the fact that these cannot remain unknown to the scientific com-
munity at large for eternity. The time gap between the discovery of any
scientific principle by a pioneering group and its being re-discovered by other
groups of scientists in other parts of the world independently is small and
this gap is only narrowing further. However, we still have to learn ways of
converting the enormous energy released in thermonuclear devices into more
conventional and usable forms of energy.

While the three conditions necessary for net ene-gy release from a fusion
system have been described above, there are, in fact, doubts as to their validity,
in particular the need to reach very high temperatures to trigger a progressive
fusion reaction. If one wants to burn a stack of hay, one does not heat up all of
it to the ignition temperature. A single match stick burning a tiny corner of
the haystack ignites a small volume which, on account of the heat generated in
it, propagates the burning process throughout the stack. In nuclear fusion
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systems too, like in a thermonuclear device, such triggering need be achieved
only in a very small portion of the fuel material, it is generally believed that
in a thermonuclear device a nuclear fission explosion triggers the fusion process.
But the recent revelations of the characteristics of the neutron device which is
also a thermonuclear device makes one doubt if a fission trigger is at all
necessary. It is known for example that the reaction products of a set of fusion
reactions are energetic enough to cause further fusion reactions4. But the con-
ditions under which such a chain of reactions will propagate is a matter of
conjecture. It !s likely that a fusion mixture in the plasma state, at moderate
temperatures and in small volumes, might prove to be a sufficient condition to
sustain a propagating chain which could further trigger the burning process.
Thus, even in this area of fusion power one could see newer approaches for the
future5.

Laser Fusion

During the last decade attempts have been underway to carry out micro-ex-
pfesions of the thermonuclear type in the laboratory. The principle here is to
bombard a tiny pellet, of diameter less than a millimetre, containing the fusion
material, namely deuterium and tritium by multiple beams of laser light or elec-
trons or even heavy ions. When the surface of such a pellet receives intense

Imploding
fuel

Fig. S Implosion and Fusion of D- T Pellet by Laser Radiation
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TABLE 3

PROJECTED iMPLODED DENSITIES IN CONTROLLED LASER FUSION AND
FISSION MICRO-EXPLOSIONS COMPARED TO SOME DENSITIES

IN NATURE

Earth's Sun's White Controlled
Centre Centre dwarf DT fusion

Controlled fission
micro explosions

Density (g/cc)
Pressure (atm)
Temperature (Dk)

10—20
4X106

5X103

100
10"

3X10*

10*
1 0 "
10'

20"00
10"
108

4500*
1011

107

*From Ref. No. 6.

radiation uniformly, it boils off many electrons and causes ablation. This in
turn generates an imploding shock wave proceeding to the centre of the pellet.
Such a shock wave compresses the material in its forward journey to densities
hundreds of times the normal density (See Table 3 and Fig. 5) and in this process,
also heais it upto millions of degrees. The time available for the compressed
material before it starts disintegiating is much longer than the time- required for
the nuclear reactions to take place. Under these circumstances, sufficient
quantity of deuterium and tritium are "burnt" resulting in energy release mainly
in the form of kinetic energy of the neutrons emitted in the reaction. A sketch
of a conceptual laser fusion reactor is shown in Fig. 6. Experimental set-ups

' injectionLoser beomi ,
tube (8)

Porous, welted woll
- Mom pressure vessel

p i n n e r structural
- S N \ woll and flow baffle

^. Tosteom
generator

Heat
eRChonger

Fig. 6 A conceptual Laser Fusion Reactor
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using multiple laser beams known as Shiva at Livermore and multiple electron
beams at Sandia Laboratories in the United States and also in the Soviet Union
are being built to demonstrate the scientific feasibility of net energy gain from
fusion.

Scientists working in the field of Laser Fusion are confident that they
would be able to demonstrate successfully the feasibility of a Fusion Reactor of
this type within a few years' time. The technology involved for this is primarily
one of development of very high power pulsed lasers.

Tokamak Reactors

During the last two decades, scientists have simultaneously been experi-
menting with alternative ways of confining hot fusioning plasmas. The most
important of these are based on magnetic confinement systems as in the Tokamak.
I will briefly explain the principles of this device which has also shown very
promising results during the last few years.

Otimic
poloidal field
eupply (typicoi) Magnetic

transformer
cores

Tgroidol
field coil

Metol
conducting
wall

Resulting
field

Fig. 7

Toroidol
field current

Principle of Tokamak Fusion Reactor

In a Tokamak reactor, the plasma is confined in a toroidal solenoid as
shown in Fig. 7. The toroidal magnetic field confines the particle orbits to a
circular helix. The magnetic field strength and plasma current are important
parameters in confining the plasma within the central portion of the torus. In
recent years bigger and bigger machines have been built with a view to improv-
ing the efficiency of the plasma confinement in order to demonstrate a net gain of
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TABLE 4

SUMMARY OF RECENT TOKAMAK FACILITIES

Device

PT

TFR

Pulsator

Alcator

DITE

T—10

PLT

JET*

TFTR*

JT60

T-20*

Country

Italy

France

FRG

USA

UK

USSR

USA

UK

USA

Japan

USSR

Operation-
al date

Operating

,,

n

I t

It

I I

1983

1981

1983

1988-89

REQUIREMENT FOR
COMMERCIAL FUSION
REACTOR*

Current

(KA)

1000

400

80

240

250

400

600

4800

3000

3300

4000

10,000

Major
Radius

(cm)

83

98

70

54

117

150

130

296

246

300

500

1250

Minor
Radius
(cm)

21

20

12

9.5

26

37

45

125

85

95

100

250

Toroidal
Field

(KGauss)

100

60

28

85

27

35

35

34

52

45

60

100

n
(cm"3sec)

—

—

—

1013

10 i a

5X101 2

8X10"

5X1013

2X1013
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energy. Several ingenious techniques like injection of neutral beams to increase
plasma temperature and creation of an additional weak vertical magnetic field
along the axis of symmetry of the tcrus etc. are being tried out. Table 4 gives
a summary of some of the more recent Tokamak experiments underway in
several parts of the world. Fig. 8 shows the model of the proposed Joint
European Torus (JET) being constructed at the Culham Laboratories in the
United Kingdom. These large machines are estimated to cost over 200 crores
of rupees each and take several years to build. India has not entered this vital
area of research so far although some aspects connected with the physics of
fusion plasmas are being studied in a small way.

hiiectionpon

Vacuum-vessel beHows Mechanical structure Toroidal field coil

Fig. 8 Model of the Experimental Tokamak Reactor (JET)

Coupling of Fusion and Fission Systems

I mentioned earlier that the energy released in the first generation fusion
reactors using D-T as fuel, whether it is of. the Laser Fusion type or Tokamak
type, would mainly be in the form of high speed neutrons having energies of
approximately 14 Mev. In order to extract this for useful purposes, a blanket
has to be created around the fusion chamber wherein the neutron would deposit
its energy through various types of scattering and other nuclear reactions.
However, if the neutrons were captured in a fertile nucleus such as iat<\J or *31Th,
this would eventually lead to a fissile atom of *3JPu or *MU as discussed in
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Appendix. Since the subsequent fissioning of this fissile nucleus would yield
nearly 200 Mev, this will have in effect multiplied the energy vaiue of the neutron
by a factor of approximately fifteen. The fissioning of the newly produced fissile
atom could either be done in situ in the Fusion Reactor Blanket or subsequently
in a separate fission reactor7.

This leads us to two alternative ways of using the fusion neutrons. In the
first case the fusion reactor essentially operates as" a fissile fuel factory. The
impact that this type of breeding could have on our nuclear power programme is
discussed in detail later.

In the second method of using fusion neutrons, the fusion reactor is
surrounded by a subcriticai, neutron-multiplying fission reactor system. Such
combined units are referred to as Fusion-Fission Hybrid reactors. In these, there
is a substantial energy multiplication of the order of 30 to 50 in the fissile blanket.
Using the fusion reactor mainly as a neutron source avoids the technological
problems that would have to be overcome if the entire energy were produced in
the fusion core alone. Fig. 9 shows a practical hybrid configuration in which a
subcriticai fission reactor is driven by 14 Mev neutrons produced in a D-T plasma.

sticmtiCAt fi5SIGN MI in
EMKY court n t i
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*MUMl URANIUM

MOWS M(«
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Fig. 9 Practical Hybrid Configuration

The energy can be extracted using conventional engineering practices.
Hybrids thus compensate for the rather inefficient way in which first generation,
pure fusion systems would operate. In fact, an experimental hybrid fusion
fission system is currently under construction in the Soviet Union based on one
of their Tokamak reactors.

Another motivation for coupling a fusion neutron source with a sub-
critical reactor is to avoid the many safety questions often raised regarding the
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operation of critical reactor systems. One of the hazards associated with nuclear
fission chain reactors is due to the phenomenon of criticality. CriticaSity is a
concept rather peculiar to fission reactors*. Criticality defines a delicate balance
between the rate of nuclear reactions established in the system and the neutron
population which is a result of the reactions that have taken place in the
preceding moment. If the system is allowed to cross the critical level even for a
very short period of time of the order of a fraction of a second, the neutron
population and nuclear reactions tend to increase exponentially and make the
system unsafe, leading to what is called a run away condition.

One may, therefore, ask the question whether it is indeed necessary to
make the system critical at all in the first place in order to produce nuclear power.
The fission process itself does not demand a critical condition and it is only
man's urge to produce a powerful energy release to make a weapon that pushed
him to devise enrichment technology, supercritical systems, etc., to achieve
this. Nuclear physics simply demands that uranium atoms be exposed
to a neutron flux sufficiently large to produce a rate of reaction with the right
power density for commercial exploitation. This, in fact, could be done even
if the system is subcritical and neutrons are injected from an external source
such as a fusion system or an accelerator. It is strange that some of these
ideas have been revived only during recent years even though the basic
principles were known for a long time.

Recently, a novel fusion-fission design wherein a natural uranium, light-
water, subcritical reactor assembly is used around a fusion reactor has been
proposed by Greenspan et al8 of Princeton Laboratories. The main advantage
of this type of blanket is that it uses light-water moderated reactor technology
which is well developed and at the same time avoids the need for enriched
uranium. It is found that such a blanket is very compact and combines many
of the advantages of fast reactors as well as Da0 moderated reactors. Interest-
ingly they find that neutronically, light water is superior to heavy water or
graphite as a moderator for such a system. A fusion-fission hybrid of this type
can be designed to perform either as a fuel self-sufficient unit whose fissile-fuel
breeding rate is just unity or as one providing a net surplus of fissile fuel for use
in other light-water reactors.

Accelerator Based Neutron Source and Breeding of Fissile Fuel

So far I have discussed how the neutrons produced in fusion can be
used to breed fuel for conventional nuclear fission reactors. An alternative

•A good analogy from daily life is the way water stored in a cistern attached to a
arrangement behaves. You can safely store the water upto a certain critical levol, but the
moment you add water in excess of the "critical" level, the entire quantity of water is
siphoned off.
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method of producing neutrons is to use a particle accelerator. A high energy
accelerator produces an intense beam of atomic particles which, on impinging
on a heavy metal target, can cause nuclear spallation reactions leading to the
release of several neutrons per incident ion10. Accelerators have been built
which can produce energetic particles from a few tens of millions of electron
volts to a few billions of electron volts. The study of the interaction of parti-
cles having different energies with various target nuclei is a fascinating field in
itself. When particle energies are small, one or two nucleons am ejected out
from the target nucleus like an arrow chipping off a part of an apple, but if the
impinging ion has very large energy, then the target nucleus could be disinte-
grated into many parts. It has been observed that when a heavy element like
Bismuth or Lead with more than 200 nucleons in the nucleus is struck by a
proton of energy 1 Gev or more, ntarly 30 neutrons are released in addition to
other heavy fragments. This kind of reaction is known as spailation and this
was thought to be an excellent source of neutrons. These neutrons can then
be used for directly fissioning materials like Uranium or to convert fertile
material into fissile material as for example *3*U to 2MPu or 23STh to imU. Such
accelerator-based nuclear power systems are now in conceptual design stages
and many international conferences11 have been held to discuss their various
physical and engineering problems.

// is worth noting that accelerators which were once considered as an \
instrument for basic research are already being used as tools in a number of I
areas of applied science (as in hospitals) and are fast becoming giant j
machines for future nuclear power stations. j

i
Non-Fission Breeding of 233U and its Possible Effect on Growth of [
Nuclear Generating Capacity in India *

Though the breeding of 2MU in Fast Breeder Reactors (FBR) is possible
and in fact is being attempted in India, it is by now clear that fuel doubling
times achievable may be as high as 25 to 30 years. On the other hand, *"U is
a better fuel for thermal reactors and recent studies1* have shown that it is
possible to easily adapt the DaO moderated RAPS type reactors developed in
India to operate on the Th—S33U cycle leading to fuel conversion ratios well
over 0.90. This means such reactors would be only marginally ( < 10%) short
of being self-sufficient in fissile fuel requirements. This could in principle be
easily augmented by externally bred i33U from the non-fission neutron sources
as discussed earlier l I. However, these machines would be energy-deficient in
the sense that they would consume a net amount of electrical energy to pro-
duce fissile fuel. In a recent study carried out at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in U.S.A.11, it was shown that a single accelerator-based fissile fuel
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"factory" could produce about 800 kg of Z39Pu or 600 kg of 2ssU per year.
The advantages of coupling one such facility with a number of nuclear power
stations of the RAPS type under Indian conditions are discu m sed below.
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Fig. 10 Scheme for Utilization of Thorium

We have studied the dynamics of growth of such a symbiotic combina-
tion for the utilisation of our thorium resources. Fig. 10 illustrates the scheme
in principle. Here, a non-fission neutron source based fissile-fuel-breeder
which could either be a fusion system or an accelerator consumes electrical
power to produce 2S3U, is coupled to a number of Fast Breeder Reactors (FBR) or
Advanced Converters operating on the 232Th— 233U cycle. A fraction F of the
total electrical power output of these is fed back to the fissile fuel breeder. The
coupled system as a whole takes in thorium as input and gives out a net surplus
of electrical power besides 233U which can. in principle, be used to fuel addi-
tional reactors and start new nuclear power stations and thus enable a sustained
and overall growth of nuclear power generation capacity.

Fig. 11 shows the kind of impact such type of external breeding could
have on the growth of nuclear power, It is assumed- here that from the year
1990 such fissile fuel breeders begin to operate. The Advanced Converter
reactors are assumed to have a conversion ratio of 0.9, whereas the fast breeder
reactors have a capability to double fuel every 20 years. It is also assumed that
the fissile fuel breeder consumes energy at the rate of 1 MW(e)-year per kg of
t n U that it produces. The figure demonstrates the kind of growth rate achieva-
ble with different combinations of the fissile fuel breeder either with
Fast Breeder Reactors or Advanced Thermal Converters. For example.
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Fig. 11 Effect of External Breeding on Growth of Nuclear Power (Dotted curve represents
growth rate only with natural uranium fuelled PHWR reactors)

by diverting 20% of the electrical energy production for breeding fissile fuel
and combining such a system with Advanced Converter reactors having
conversion ratio of 0.9. it is possible to achieve an overall nuclear power
growth rate having a doubling time as low as 13 years. In this scheme the
Advanced Converter reactors would be only a small further step in our pro*
gramme on heavy water reactors; while the accelerator based neutron source
or a fusion source of neutrons would involve new technology. Further, this
avoids the intermediate step of fast breeders. No doubt, there are a number
of technological and engineering problems associated with these types of fissile
fuel factories which have to be examined in detail and solved.

Conclusion

I have in this talk tried to take you to some exotic ideas in nuclear
science which may not appear relevant to the immediate problems in nuclear
power. However, as I emphasised all along, it is the new ideas which have
found solutions to complicated problems in technology. Our effort should be
to identify such areas and start work on these which are likely to bring about
such changes in' technology. In the conventional areas of nuclear power,
reprocessing technology and fast breeders are a must for the immediate future.
Methods of isotope separation hesvd on new scientific principles using tunable
lasers are likely to revolutionise enrichment techniques both for heavy elements
like uranium and light elements like hydrogen and lithium. Development of
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powerful lasers and application of implosion technology is likely to prove
fusion neutron sources for breeding a reality in the next decade. Very fast
developments taking place in the field of accelerators by the use of super-
conducting magnets and more efficient methods of generating and utilising
radio frequency power sources in the acceleration of ion boams are likely to
make high energy accelerators a more common form of equipment for industrial
scale operations. As pointed out earlier, use of heavy-ion beams in these
accelerators could lead to new ideas in energy production. Newer insights into
the mechanisms of plasma physics and symbiotic combinations of fusion and
fission could free the nuclear power reactors from the fear and danger of
"runaway" conditions.

While some of these areas of research could look oKtremely expensive
evaluated by Western standards in which a major component is cost of man- j
power, we are still at a state of economy in which our investments could be |
an order of magnitude smaller than Western estimates. In addition, the bene- \
ficial effects of generating manpower tuned to the habit of pursuing new
scenarios and exploring avenues for new technology will have a major impact
on conventional technologies in other fields just as developments in Space
Science and Atomic Energy have already made their impacts on electronics,
communication and the manufacturing industries.

As science and technology in this country develops with its enormous
manpower, it is essential to safeguard and activate research in the frontier
areas not only for its own sake but also as a measure of insurance for its
application in the future. To quote Dr. Bhabha when he founded the Institute of
Fundamental Research and started work on cosmic rays, he made the declaration
that when nuclear power becomes a reality, we will not have to look for experts
from abroad but will find them readily at home. Thirty years later we find these
predictions have come true. People at that time could have challenged his
prediction because research in cosmic rays looked so remote from anything that a
power reactor looks like today. But the training of the human mind through the
methods of research in basic science is a vital factor for the growth of applied
technology. Just like our learned men have taught us to care for the soul and
not the physique alone, it is necessary even in science to care for the progress
of basic science and not merely look to its immediate applications. Public
discussion on science and its ramifications always tends to ignore the real
strength and progress of science in this country and over-emphasises some minor
deficiencies in its implementation. It has been my endeavour in this talk to bring
to this learned audience a feeling for what nuclear science can do for the iuture
prospects for energy resources. These options will be available to us tomorrow
if and only if we invest today in a big way in the crucial areas of nuclear
research I have described. •
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A P P E N D I X

NUCLEAR ENERGY FROM FISSJCN

Fission and Enargy

The basic nuclear reaction leading to the release ot: energy in nuclear reactors is tha
neutron induced fission of uranium nuclei sustained by a fission chain reaction. The energy
produced in aach fission (of about two hundred million electron volts) is over ten million times

ENfcRGV BALANCE

4000 TONS 1 KO
COAI URANIUM

Energy Equivalence of Coal and Uranium

that produced in the basic chemical reaction occurring in most fossil fuels, namely C+O,=CO,
+energy. Thus, the enargy that could be obtained by the complete fissioning of 1 Kg of
uranium is over 20 million KWHs (thermal), which is roughly equivalent to tha: from 4000 tons
of good grade coal.

Fissile Isotope of Natural Uranium

Natural Uranium consists of 0.7% of the isotope "HJ and 99.3% of tha isotope ' " U . It
is only the less abundantly present isotope "H I that is readily fissionable. •*'U is termed as a
"fertile" malarial.
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Enriched Uranium

Uranium in which the reia-
tive fraction of the fissile isotope
la5U is increased is called
"enriched uranium". The method
of enrichment of uranium is a
highly complex and rather expen-
sive technology. For nuclear
weapons and explosives, uranium
enriched to over 90"^ in the
isotope "r'U is required. Such
highly enriched uranium is there-
fore also referred to as weapon's
grade uranium. However, for
use in a light water moderated
reactor (LWR) such as that at
Tarapur only a slight enrichment
of about 2.5—3% is required.
Such uranium is called "slightly
enriched uranium". Uranium in
which the 235U content is lesser
than in nature is called "depleted
uranium".

India does not have ura-
nium enrichment facilities as the
'workhorse' of the Indian nuclear
power programme, namely the
heavy water moderated natural
uranium fuelled reactor does not
require enriched uranium fuel.

Principle of Gaseous Diffusion-
Cascade used for Uranium

Enrichment

ErVVTCHED
PRODUCT

DEPLETED
MATERIAL

Thermal Reactors

More than two neutrons are produced every time fission occurs. These freshly
produced neutrons are highly energetic and fly at velocities of over 10* cm/sec and as such are
termed fast neutrons. However, in ordor to increase the chances of these neutrons causing
further fissions of other uranium nuclei and thereby carry on the chain reaction, it is necessary
that these neutrons be slowed down. l:or this purpose a moderator is used between the
uranium fuel elements. Both light and heavy water are used as moderators for slowing down
neutrons in thermal reactors. But since ordinary hydrogen has a rather high rate of absorption
of neutrons as compared to heavy hydrogen (deuterium), it causes considerable loss of neutrons
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from the reactor during operation and resoits in the chain reaction being terminated \(.

natural uranium were used.
only

Schematic of Boilinc Light Water Reactor
(Tarapur Power Station)

It is for this reason that nuclear reactors using light water as the moderator roquirp siHfitiy
•nriched uranium for fuel (Tarapur type reactors) for which alone we are dependent an ax;p>",--!
sources at present whereas using heavy water (D»0) as moderator, natural uranium can bo used
as the fuel (Rajasthan type reactors).
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Schematic of Natural Uranium Heavy Water Reactor
(Rajasthan Power Station)



Heavy Water (D,0)

Just as uranium found in nature contains two isotopes so also ordinary water contains ?
m.nute quantity of the heavy hydrogen isotope called deuterium (symbol O). The correspond
ing water molecules formed of ordinary hydrogen (symbol H) and heavy hydrogen (D) aro
called light water (H,O) and heavy water (D,O) respectively.

NH

j msv/«f-6oo/u.i
TFMft—JO*C(_L_i « i « • • ' '

ND HZ+HD

Ammonia-Hydrogen Exchange Process for the Production of Heavy Water

Heavy water is [produced by separating the minute quantities of it that is present in
natural waters. Five heavy water production plants having a total capacity of ~ 300 tons of
D,0 per year are under various stages of operation/commissioning/construction in India at
Nangal. Kota, Baroda, Tuticorin and Talcher.

Plutonium the Man-made Fissile Element

Plutonium (»»Pu) is a man made elament produced whan a neutron is captured by the
more abundant uranium isotope " ' U in a nuclear reactor. On pn average about 0 6 - 0 8
Plutonium atoms are produced per "«U atom destroyed during reactor operation; this is quite a
significant quantity.
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NEUTRON

\r
fission Chain Reaction and Plutonium Production

Plutonium^roduced in a reactor is thus an inevitable by-product of reactor operation.
*"Pu is a very valuable fissile material having better fissioning properties than the Only fissile
isotope found in nature, fiamely " ! U . PJutonium can also be used for the construction of
nuclear explosives and weapons. Plutonium being a completely different element can be
separated from the other elements and fission products that are present in irradiated or
"burnt-up" fuel elements discharged from nuclear reactors in so called nuclear fuel-reprocess-
ing plants. In short it is these three facts namely that (a) it is a very good fissile material

FISSION
PRODUCTS

235

0-35 %Pu

NATURAL URANIUM SPENT FUEL

Fraction of "*U being Converted into Plutonium in a Thermal Reactor
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which can be used both as fuel for other nuclear reactors as well as nuclear weapons
(b) plutonium is produced as an inevitable by-product in all nuclear reactors and (c) it can be
separated relatively easily, unlike "5U whose isotopic separation is an intricate task, that had
led to the recent controversy and discussions regarding fuet reprocessing and nuclear fuel
cycles-
Fast Breeder Reactors

Before going into the finer aspects of fuel cycles it is necessary to first understand what
are fast breeder reactors. It was mentioned earlier that in thermal reactors fission neutrons are
slowed down by the use of a moderator such as light or heavy water. However there are some
advantages in not permitting the neutrons to slow down considerably and allowing the reactor
to operate on a fast neutron chain reaction. It turns out that a fast reactor can be designed
so as to produce more fissile material ( :"Pu) than what is consumed (MSU).

(1) Reactor Core

(2) Breeding Blanket

(3) Sodium Coolant Inlet

(4) Control Rods

(5) Sodium Coolant Outlet

Sectional View of Fast Breeder Test Reactor Under Construction at Kaipakkam

This is because of the relatively larger number of excess neutrons available in a fast reactor.
Such reactors are known as breeder reactors- In a breeder reactor while the reactor operates
and produces energy, some of the "*U present gets converted to " V u . However, in 6'rder to
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be able to sustain a fast neutron fission chain reaction it is necessary that the uranium used be
highly enriched. Alternatively the enrichment can also be effected by mixing "*Pu with
natural uranium. But whether the enrichment required is of weapons grade or not depends on
the detailed design of the reactor. Once the initial fissile inventory (t>5U or "*Pu) is provided
for commissioning a fast breeder reactor, it does not require in principle any more fissile fuel as
input. On the contrary the reactor acts as a supplier of new fissile fuel to construct more fast
reactors. However fertile material such as depleted uranium ("*U) or thorium needs to be fed
into the fuel cycle. T'le use of the term fuel cycle here may be noted. This is because the fuel
for the fast reactor consists of a mixture of fissile plus fertile material. The discharged fuel
contains apart from unwanted waste fission products all the additional fissile material generated
in the reactor. This has to be recovered in a reprocessing plant and part of this has to be
recycled back into the reactor after refabrication into fuel elements.

Impact of Breeding on Utilization of Uranium Resources

The possibility of breeding has a tremendous impact on the overall efficiency of
utilization of the potential energy available in natural uranium. It was. observed earlier that
only "5U constituting 0.7% of the naturally occurring uranium is normally fissionable in a
reactor. Taking into account in situ production of plutonium and its incore consumption to
some extent, it may be stated that if only thermal reactors are constructed and operated less
than 1% of the uranium mined would be fissioned and utilized. However if breeder reactors
which in effect run on the fertile isotope **'U are used then qbout 50—60% of themined natural
uranium can be "burnt" to generate tremendous amounts of. energy. Breeder reactors thus
increase the energy potential of a given uranium resource bass by "more than 60 times compared
to what is possible with thermal reactors alone using an open ended Juelling scheme. But it
must be emphasised that for deriving the full benefit of breeder reactors a closed fuel cycle has

WFRESH FUEL -* • • ( —»• SPENT FVEL-+STORAGE
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RECYCLE FUEL FUEL

CLOSED
FUEL CYCLE

REFABRICATION CHEMICAL
REPROCESSING

FERTILE MATERIALX. jf R A D , ^

Closed and Open Fuelling Schemes in Nuclear Industry
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to be resorted to, so that newly bred fissile material can be recycled back into reactors, after
removal of the unwanted fission products.

Thorium and »>U

So far the discussion has been limited to tne nuclear material, uranium. However there
is yet another alternative fuel material for nuclear reactors namely Thorium ("»Th). India is
particuiarly fortunate in having vast deposits of thorium, perhaps the second largest in the
world. Unlike uranium which has a small but readily fissile component in the form of "HJ,
thorium occurs in nature as pure ' "Th, and is a fertile material similar to «*U. 3«Th on capturing
a neutron gets converted to ="U which is also a fissile isotope like 1S5U and !"Pu. *"U also
has fissioning properties better than that of "r'U and can be readily used both in nuclear
reactors for power generation and in nuclear explosives- This leads us to the concept of a
Th—"»U fuel cycle which may be compared with the "'U—"*Pu fuel cycle.

Uranium-Plutonium and Thorium—"SU Fuel Cycles

It was noted earlier that the conversion of a fertile material such as "8U or '"Th into a
fissile material such as " 'Puor " *U , particularly in breeder reactors,-plays a pivotai role in
conserving our natural uranium resources and in generating a greater proportion of energy from
a given amount of mined uranium or thorium. For this reason fuel elements loaded into
reactors usually contain a mixture of a fissile and a fertile material. Depending on whether the
reactor design is uranium based or thorium based, we have two broad categories of fuel cycles,
namely the uranium-plutonium and thorium—M*U cycles. It may be noted that both these
cycles have a common feature namely that the bred fissile material ="Pu or ! " U is a different
chemical species from the starting fertile material namely 55"U or !S!Th enabling easy chemical
separation for fissile material recovery prior to recycling back into the reactor.

But there is one important point of difference between these cycles which is noteworthy.
While plutonium derived from "8U is a totally new chemical element, a"U derived from "'Th is
an isotope of the naturally occurring element uranium. ' I t has been suggested by the U.S.
recently that this property may be made use of to adopt certain crass progeny or mixed fuel
cycles in which at no time in the fuel cycle will large quantities of weapons grade fissile
material be available in a form that is easily recoverable. This manner of isotopically diluting
fissile uranium is sometimes also called "denaturing" the uranium.

A Plausible Scheme of a Nuclear Power Programme for India

A three stage strategy which takes into account our relatively smaller resources of natural
uranium (current estimates between 25 and 50 thousand tons) and the vast deposits of thorium
( > 300,000 tons) is illustrated below:
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Three Stage Strategy for Nuclear Power Development
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The first stage consists of a •arias of RAPS type natural uranium— D,0 thermal raactora.
Tho pkrianium produced by these woufd bt uaad to establish tha aacond ttaga comprising Faat
Braadar Raactora which would uta thorium aa a faad malarial and produce " * U . Tha •*>U
would finally be burnt in tha third generation raactora consisting of both fast breeders and
thermal "near-breeders" which would be optimised to run on the thorium—«"U cycte.

The first heavy water-moderated reactor at Ranapratap Sagar in KoM represents the first
•tap in our long term nuclear power strategy. In preparation for the second stage of fast
braadar reactors, a comprehensive and broad based Reactor Research Centre, built around a
40 MW Past Breeder Test Reactor ia now coming up at Kalpakkam. This new nuclear research
centers devoted entirely for the development of fast breeder reactors. Steps have also been
initialed to develop the technology of thorium—«MU fuel cycle- A number of research facilities
indedma, a smalt research reactor using " *U aa fuel ia under development.


